Increase revenue efficiency

Strong return on net assets drives profitability and revenue efficiency in asset-dependent oil and gas sectors, including upstream, midstream, downstream, and services companies. To achieve peak performance from your critical equipment and facilities, you need a comprehensive management process, enabled by industry-focused asset management software, to help you continuously monitor how effectively you’re operating your revenue-producing infrastructure.

Trust an experienced partner

Infor® EAM for Oil and Gas gives you award-winning, proven capabilities that can help you boost reliability, ensure regulatory compliance, maximize safety, and maintain a healthy crack spread in all pricing conditions. Thousands of firms around the world trust Infor’s enterprise asset management software to help them achieve world-class asset performance.

Get the best possible return from your capital assets with Infor EAM for Oil and Gas.
Optimize performance

Companies in all four sectors of the oil and gas industry can improve performance and manage assets more effectively thanks to the advanced capabilities of Infor EAM for Oil and Gas. You’ll reduce downtime, increase revenue efficiency, and cut operational costs while ensuring safety and compliance.

Maximize productivity

Every segment of the oil and gas industry can gain valuable advantages with the help of Infor EAM for Oil and Gas. Each industry segment deals with different challenges, but all gain from better asset performance.

Upstream (Exploration, production)

Petroleum exploration and production companies can do more with less thanks to the industry-specific capabilities of Infor EAM. This powerful solution can help you make the most efficient use of drilling time and lengthen the lifecycles of your critical E&P systems and equipment. Upstream oil and gas companies can:
- Manage both usage-based maintenance and condition-based maintenance
- Ensure reliability
- Increase revenue efficiency
- Reduce risk

Midstream (Pipelines, terminals)

Infor EAM for Oil and Gas helps midstream companies optimize their performance while maintaining the highest levels of reliability, safety, and compliance with standards. It offers unparalleled linear asset management features, including available GIS and advanced reporting for pipelines. The predictive analytics capabilities in Infor EAM enable you to make sense of all the data you are collecting, turning your asset management program into a competitive differentiator. Midstream companies can improve the way they manage critical assets, including:
- Terminals
- Transfer facilities
- Rails and rolling stock

Downstream (Refining, petrochemicals)

In this fundamentally margin-based business, Infor EAM can help oil and gas companies maximize throughput and improve maintenance to generate greater return on assets. When you’re getting peak performance from your assets, you can adjust quickly to volatile crude prices and sustain a robust crack spread thanks to the sophisticated analytics and reporting in your EAM system. You’ll gain the ability to:
- Safely manage assets across multiple organizations
- Handle changing reporting structures with ease
- Monitor, analyze, and report asset conditions in real time

Oilfield service companies

Infor EAM for Oil and Gas gives you the flexibility to handle the unpredictability of today’s oilfield service business with reactive, preventive, predictive, and condition-based maintenance capabilities. It puts work management, inspection management, and data capture capabilities directly into the hands of your field workers using mobile devices. Infor EAM helps oilfield service companies:
- Prevent disruptions
- Analyze performance
- Monitor the condition of assets
- Detect and prevent potential problems
Improve asset reliability

Get the best possible return from your capital assets—including the compressors, valves, pumps, and motors that keep pipelines, oil platforms, and wells operating at peak performance—with the extensive, industry-specific capabilities and best-in-class functionality you’ll find in Infor EAM for Oil and Gas.

Boost efficiency

Regardless of your stage of maintenance maturity—reactive, preventive, predictive, or consumptive—you can improve your efficiency by monitoring the condition of critical assets, detecting potential problems, and preventing disruptions with built-in maintenance alerts. You can optimize performance, meet regulatory requirements, and control costs with best-in-class scheduled and event-based maintenance features.

Infor EAM can help companies like yours achieve critical goals, including:

- **Asset performance and reliability**—To help you get the best possible return from critical assets, Infor EAM for Oil and Gas features predictive capabilities, supports reliability-centered maintenance initiatives, and offers sophisticated linear functionality to help keep pipelines operating safely and efficiently.

- **IoT and automation**—Collect and analyze real-time information from remote sensors to proactively drive action based on predefined rules.

- **Safety**—Detect early warning signs of potential compliance-related incidents and prevent disruptive asset failures thanks to Infor EAM’s ability to monitor, analyze, and report asset conditions.

- **EH&S**—Ensure compliance with environmental, health, and safety requirements by automatically determining appropriate actions and monitoring the development of potential incidents over time.

- **Revenue efficiency**—Maximize productivity, improve data integrity, and drive more accurate, timely decisions.

- **Visibility**—Manage all your assets from one system and operate them more effectively.

Increase productivity

Put the power of Infor EAM directly into the hands of your field workers and inspectors using mobile devices. With direct access to key information such as asset attributes and maintenance requirements, remote personnel can do better work faster on any type of device—improving data integrity, maximizing productivity, and driving more accurate and timely decisions. Field workers can also record as they work, instead of recording later.
Get better results

Make asset management your competitive advantage with the help of Infor EAM, winner of Plant Engineering's Product of the Year award. You can increase revenue efficiency, reduce risk, and achieve peak performance when you take control of your maintenance activities and focus them on your critical assets.

Infor EAM for Oil and Gas helps you to:

- Ensure safety and reduce risk
- Reduce downtime
- Boost compliance with Management of Change (MOC) requirements
- Cut operational costs
- Increase revenue efficiency

Learn more about Infor EAM >